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================================= PdfStamper ActiveX. a standalone library specially designed to help you stamp your PDF files with a watermark or text without having Adobe Acrobat or Acrobat Reader installed. The watermark can be customized so that it features the preferred size, location, font and color. Thanks to the component, you can add metadata to the
documents you want to release to the public, namely include author, title and dictate how the records should be managed. While you can use any chunk of text, you should bear in mind there are some restrictions when it comes to image watermarks. To be more precise, you can use JPEG, TIFF, GIF and transparent PNG photos. Using the library entails having one of the
multiple applications written in languages that support ActivX Components. Among these, you can count Visual C++. Visual Basic, Python, Delphi,.NET languages, Java or a C++ Builder. Anchor Charts: ============== ActiveX component designed with anchor charts have the ability to show the data being inspected. It is possible to use many types of indicators (simple,
grouped, stacked, stacked area, dynamic) with any color intensity for the end of the line and its data, place of origin, unit of measurement, unit of measure, data and statistics for total, minimum, maximum, average, most frequent and most extreme values. Radar chart: ============ The radar chart component is of great use when you need to represent, visualize and analyze
the overall number of occurrences. You can define the data set and the angle in the graph. For each value, the minimum, maximum, median and average; and the graphic measures the spread of the points in order to build an entire range of values. It is possible to use the selected theme colors for the series and for the whole graphic. Line chart: =========== The line chart
component is a robust chart that can show you the data in a line. The tool enables you to use several parameters, among which you can manage the data and axis features. Under the plot, you can set the color of the end of the line, where its data, unit of measure, unit of measure and statistics (maximum, minimum, most frequent and least frequent). The component presents all
the options available to you. The symbols are very complete and can be used in the graphical representation. You can use the familiar icons from the operating system or add your own ones with the innovative feature of the geometrical
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* Stamping PDF file * Label text or image * Multiple document support * Including metadata * Customize watermark * Including user rights information * Including password * Multiple watermarks and languages support * User ID support * Show options * Show options window PDF Groupbox ActiveX is a module that can be used to create a GroupBox for your PDF
documents. This component offers a flat rectangle shape, with the possibility of having two drop-down buttons and a vertical or horizontal scroll bar. With the component you can easily group your PDF documents based on the contents they contain and you can also easily edit the shape of the document that has been grouped. PDF Groupbox ActiveX allows you to add a title
and a subtitle to the included PDF documents and you can create a high contrast mode that is suitable for Braille users. PDF Printer ActiveX is a component that can be used to create a printer dialogue box or a print dialogue box in PDF documents. You can use the component to create an editable dialogue box, a non-editable dialogue box or a simple paper weight. PDF Printer
ActiveX has been designed to be highly compatible with Windows 2000/XP/VISTA/7. In this manner, the component behaves as a dialog box with a specific attribute. PDF Printer ActiveX lets you set a custom size, color, background, transparency and position of the message box. The library does not include a pattern. Therefore, you can add a paper weight to the dialogue box
or you can add an image for the background. In your PDF documents you can add a printer, a copier or both. However, this functionality depends on the browser that you are using, as some versions of Internet Explorer do not support printing. PDF Stamp ActiveX is a module that can be used to create a stamp in a PDF document. The library lets you create two types of stamps,
namely a watermark and text. Using the component you can add a whole array of metadata to your PDFs. PDF Stamp ActiveX has been designed to be highly compatible with Windows 2000/XP/VISTA/7. In this manner, the component behaves as a dialogue box with a specific attribute. PDF Stamp ActiveX lets you select a font to use for the text to be placed and the
watermark, as well as selecting an image to be used as a watermark. The library also lets you select a transparency and change the background color 6a5afdab4c
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PDF Stamp is a powerful component for creating watermarks and metadata included in PDF documents. It allows you to stamp your PDF files with a watermark or text without having Adobe Acrobat or Acrobat Reader installed. PDF Stamp is a standalone library specially designed to help you stamp your PDF files with a watermark or text without having Adobe Acrobat or
Acrobat Reader installed. The watermark can be customized so that it features the preferred size, location, font and color. Thanks to the component, you can add metadata to the documents you want to release to the public, namely include author, title and dictate how the records should be managed. While you can use any chunk of text, you should bear in mind there are some
restrictions when it comes to image watermarks. To be more precise, you can use JPEG, TIFF, GIF and transparent PNG photos. Using the library entails having one of the multiple application written in languages that support ActivX Components. Among these, you can count Visual C++. Visual Basic, Python, Delphi,.NET languages, Java or a C++ Builder. PDF Stamp
Pricing: Available in 3 versions: Stamp3.0: $99.95 Stamp3.5: $79.95 Stamp3.6: $59.95 ActiveX Component - PDF Factory Printing custom messages with Adobe PDF Builder ActiveX Component - PDF Writer ActiveX Component - PDF Reader Mysterious Movie Maker ActiveX is a freeware screen recorder that runs under Windows 98/2000/XP/2003. The tool is easy to
use and provides a large amount of features to create movies, slideshows, and screensavers. This product has received multiple awards, including the Editor's Choice and Browser's Choice award. There are two types of image format supported by Mysterious Movie Maker ActiveX. One is a GIF and the other is an ICO (Icon). JPEG, PNG, or BMP are supported in addition to
these formats. You can save the output files to three formats: JPEG, PNG, and AVI. Each output format comes with its own file size that may be smaller or larger than the original file. The output file size depends on the original file size as well as the number of frames. Features: + The tool supports remote access and recording. + Easy to use. + Easy to create and customize. +
High quality movie. + Supports animated GIF

What's New In?

* Create and edit PDF files as usual. * Encrypt your PDF files using an included AES engine so that you are assured of the highest level of security. * Insert metadata into your documents as needed. * Generate ASCII or Unicode text for encoding your documents. * Add a virtual stamp to your PDF files. PDF Stamper ActiveX uses the Encryption Method AES to ensure the
security of the stored data. This component enables you to encrypt and decrypt the PDF files stored in the computer. PDF Stamper ActiveX uses the metadata engine so that you can include the likes of Author, Title, Subject, Keywords and Copyright information. PDF Stamper ActiveX can be used to add a virtual watermark or text to your PDF documents. PDF Stamper
ActiveX is a .NET component of ActivX. It is based on XACT technology and comes with the file and resources that you need. Key features: * Easy to use GUI that guides you through the process of inserting, editing or modifying documents in Adobe Reader. * Simple to use. * Renders documents just as they are presented in the document. * Provides a user-friendly
experience when dealing with data. * Ability to insert metadata. * Supports Windows 7 and Vista. * Native compatibility: - Uses embedded digital certificates. - Supports virtual and physical Microsoft.NET Framework 4.0-based run-time environments. - Supports the Microsoft.NET Framework 4.0, 4.5, 4.5.1, 4.5.2, 4.6, 4.6.1. - Supports.NET 3.5, 3.5.1, 3.5.2, 3.5.3. -
Supports.NET 2.0. * Native sample application: - Generates a standard ePub format document. - Embeds a public key in the X.509 format. - Prints to the standard PDF format. PDF Stamper ActiveX uses an AES encryption engine that can secure the documents you create and the files you need to share. With it you can generate encrypted documents, and decrypt them later.
PDF Stamper ActiveX comes with the file and resources that you need. PDF Stamper ActiveX is a.NET component of ActivX. It is based on XACT technology and comes with the file and resources that you need. Key features: * Easy to
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System Requirements For PDF Stamper ActiveX:

Windows XP, Vista, and 7 Processor: 1.5 GHz dual-core Intel CPU or faster RAM: 2 GB RAM HDD: ~500 MB free space DirectX: Version 9.0 Resolution: 1280x720 A copy of a random game of the genre at hand. Let's have a look at some screenshots. Ala Chem Here is the first level, and what may be your first introduction to this shmup genre. The player is automatically
placed on the top
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